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COMPILING ASSOCIATIVITY INTO LOGIC PROGRAMS 
D. R. BROUGH AND C. J. HOGGER 
D We show how a simple but important class of recursive logic programs can 
be mechanically transformed to take advantage of the associativity of 
auxiliary relations. This often results in improved efficiency through the 
introduction of tail recursion. We give proofs of correctness both for the 
transformation and for a number of useful specializations of it. Finally we 
show how the transformation can be given an interpretation based on 
difference structures. a 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Associativity is a property possessed by many auxiliary relations routinely used in 
practical logic programming. Obvious examples include such relations as addition 
over numbers, concatenation over lists, and union over sets. 
A program which employs such relations need not necessarily exploit their 
associativity or other general properties in order to be effective. For example, the 
familiar program 
fact(xy)ifx=O&y=l 
fact(xy) if x > 0 & sum(x’l x) & fact(x’y’) & times(xy’y) 
satisfactorily defines the factorial relation x! = y in terms of the auxiliaries sum and 
times. That these happen to be associative is extraneous to the program, which 
neither implies nor depends upon this knowledge. Subject to the auxiliaries being 
correctly implemented (e.g. as evaluable primitives), the program is adequate for 
computing factorials as it stands. 
Nevertheless, there are certain situations in which additional knowledge about 
relations plays a vital role. One example is the case where we require to prove a 
theorem about the program, perhaps to establish that the program meets some 
first-order specification. Such a theorem may strictly depend upon the assumption 
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of an associative property. Another example is the case where a relation’s associativ- 
ity can be exploited at run time in order to improve the efficiency with which calls to 
it are evaluated. This paper deals exclusively with the latter category of uses, 
addressing the following question: given a program some of whose auxiliaries we 
know to be associative, how can we infuse this knowledge into the program’s logic 
in order to secure beneficial changes of behavior? We answer this by developing and 
verifying an associative transform represented in schematic form. 
We believe that the first published account of a transformation exploiting 
associativity is that by Keith Clark [3], though this deals only with a specific 
example and offers no general analysis. Recently we have been pleased to learn of 
recent work [5,6] which takes a schema-based approach to the problems of exploit- 
ing symmetry and transitivity. These various studies can all be viewed as instances 
of the more general process of amalgamating programs with supplemental first-order 
theories about their relations, as discussed in the classic paper [4]. 
In [l] we showed the value of schematic analysis for the purpose of verifying a 
quite different transformation which inverts a program’s computation order, inde- 
pendently of its relation’s properties. Both this transformation and the associative 
one presented here have proved to be of crucial significance in a more recent 
exercise [2] wherein a range of distinct parsing programs is derived from a single 
generic parser. 
2. FORMALIZING ASSOCIATIVITY 
The associativity of a binary operator 0 over some assumed domain is traditionally 
expressed in the equational form 
For our purposes it is more convenient to talk of associative relations and to express 
their characteristic properties using sentences of first-order logic. Thus we define a 
relation Q to be associative if and only if it satisfies the following axiom schema: 
Al: (Q(xyw) iff Q(xuz)) if Q(yuv) & Q(zvw) 
In this sentence u, v, w, x, y, and z denote mutually exclusive vectors of distinct 
variables. [In all such sentences in this paper, variables are assumed to be univer- 
sally quantified in the absence of explicit quantifiers; variables are distinguished 
from constants by giving them lowercase names.] 
According to this definition, the standard sum relation is associative in that we 
have 
(sum(ywx) iff sum(uzx)) if sum(uuy) &sum(uwz) 
subject to the identification Q(x y w) = sum( y w x) = y + w = x. The sentence merely 
asserts, in effect, that 
(y+w=u+z)if u+u=y&u+w=z; 
hence(u+u)+w=u+(u+w). 
We shall find it useful also to exploit assumptions of closure properties of 
associative relations. Specifically, we define an associative relation Q to be closed 
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(on the assumed domain) if and only if it satisfies a second axiom schema 
A2: (3x)Q(xyw). 
Clearly our example (sum) satisfies this, since addition is closed on the domain of 
numbers. 
It can be shown quite straightforwardly that any closed, associative relation Q in 
the sense of Al,A2 must then satisfy a third axiom schema 
A3: (~Y)(Q(Y~v) & Q(xYw)) iff (~z)(Q(zvw) & Q(xuz)), 
which is a logical consequence of {Al,A2}. Later on, when we set about the task of 
combining programs with knowledge of associativity, we shall rely mostly upon A3 
as the means of expressing that knowledge. There is a very specific intent behind 
this which anticipates the operational gains to be made by exploiting associativity. It 
is easy to give some insight into this straightaway by looking at a concrete example. 
3. SIMPLE WAYS OF EXPLOITING ASSOCIATIVITY 
Imagine a program which generates calls to sum. Considering any one such call in 
isolation, it appears that not much use can be made of knowing that sum is 
associative. But if we can identify two generated calls such as 
sum(uzx) & sum(uwz) 
(to which z is local), then A3 ensures that the replacement of these by new calls 
sum(uuy) & sum(ywx) 
(to which y is local) must be correctness-preserving for the execution as a whole. 
The operational advantage of such a replacement typically depends upon the 
run-time instantiation states of the variables U, u, w, x, and z. For instance, 
whereas the calls 
sum(1 zx) & sum(2 wz) 
would be too nondeter~nistic to be immediately evaluable, the equivalent replace- 
ment 
sum(l2 y) & sum(~w~) 
is immediately capable of partial evaluation to sum(3 wx), an outcome which may 
lead to radical economies in the run-time control of search or memory utilization. 
The following program, which seeks the result x of summing the elements of the 
list Y = (12 3 4), generates exactly the situation just discussed. 
? sumlist(x (1234)) 
sumlist( xr) ifx=O&r=() 
sumlist( x (u/r’)) if sumlist( zr’) & sumf uzx) 
Execution recursively generates a stack of partially instantiated sum calls 
sum(4z3z2}~sum(3z2zl)&su~(2zlz)&sum(lzx), 
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whose evaluation must be delayed until invocation of the base clause for sumlist 
determines 23 = 0. 
One way of overcoming these delays to some extent is to employ an enhanced 
interpreter which, informed that sum is associative, dynamically replaces the first- 
generated pair of sum calls by sum(3 zl x), then replaces this and the next sum call 
by sum(6 z2 x), and finally replaces this and the next sum call by sum(l0 23 x). In 
this way the size of the sum stack remains constant as execution proceeds, but at the 
price of a significant ime overhead. 
An alternative way of improving matters is to perform a compile-time unfolding 
(partial evaluation) of the program in order to expose the opportunities for 
associative replacement: after the replacement we then execute the unfolded form of 
the program. In this case the unfolded form after incorporating the replacement is 
as follows: 
? sumlist( x (12 3 4)) 
sumlist( x r ) ifx=O&r=() 
sumlist if r= (x) 
sumlist(x (uulr”)) if sum(uuy) & sumlist(wr”) & sum(ywx) 
Here, the use of associativity has enabled us to extract a call sum( u uy) which, in the 
light of foreknowledge about the variables’ instantiations, can be fully evaluated 
before making the next recursive call to sumlist. This approach yields an expanding 
sum stack, but one whose maximum size is only half that of the original program. 
The recursion depth is also halved. Note that the constitutions of the answer x = 10 
differ under the three approaches. The original program with standard control 
evaluates x as (1 + (2 + (3 + (4 + 0)))); the same program with the enhanced inter- 
preter which associates um calls dynamically evaluates x as ((((1 + 2) + 3) + 4) + 0); 
whilst the unfolded-and-associated program under standard control evaluates x as 
((1 + 2) + ((3 + 4) + 0)). 
In none of the above cases is it possible to avoid delaying some calls to sum. 
Fundamentally this is due to a structural deficiency in the recursive clauses in that 
the outputs of sum calls in any recursive step are not transmitted, via the recursive 
call, to the next step; consequently those outputs cannot be used in the most 
opportune manner. We show next how to overcome this deficiency through a more 
radical transformation of the program’s logic. 
4. A SCHEMA-BASED ASSOCIATIVE TRANSFORMATION 
Many of the recursive programs in common use conform structurally to a simple 
schema as follows: 
Pl: P(xr) if R(xr) 
P2: P(xr) if P(x’r’) & Q(xx’z) & Q*(f(rr’xx’z)) 
Although this schema caters for one base clause (Pl) and one recursive clause (P2), 
our subsequent analysis does not lose much in the way of generality by ignoring 
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multiple bases and multiple recursions: most realistic programs of the latter kind 
can be reformulated to fit our schema by using standard vectorizing techniques. 
In the schema, the P, Q, and R formulae are all atomic. The Q* formula, 
however, denotes any conjunction of (zero or more) atomic calls, possibly including 
calls to P, Q, or R. 
The arguments x, r, x’, r’, and z are mutually exclusive vectors of distinct 
variables, so that no two of these arguments have any.~~~ables in common. When 
this is so, we say that the clause is normalized. Every mitially unnormalized clause 
can be normalized by suitably replacing various of its arguments by variables and 
then incorporating appropriate linking calls to = into the Q* conjunction. 
The pseudoterm f(rr’ x x’z) merely denotes the possible dependence of Q* upon 
the arguments in the other parts of clause P2. Later on we shall need to consider in 
detail the consequences of assuming that some or all of these arguments may not 
actually occur in the Q* component of a real program matched to the schema, The 
schema as shown aims to cater for the most general dist~bution of variables 
amongst the various atoms. 
The central assumption underlying the structure of P2 is that Q is a closed, 
associative relation. We refer to its last argument z as the associated vector; in many 
realistic examples (e.g. sum, times, union, append) it turns out to be just a single 
variable. The occurrences of Q’s arguments x and x’ in the P predicates are then 
forced by our requirement hat recursion on P2 shall generate mutually-dependent 
Q calls-if this were not the case, then we would be unable to exploit the assumed 
associativity of Q. 
Following these preliminaries it becomes possible to derive from P = {Pl, P2) a 
new program called the generic associative transform, denoted As(P), which incorpo- 
rates the assumed associative property of Q. In general this program does not 
execute any better than P does, but is nevertheless an important stepping stone from 
which to pursue various optimizations that do gain substantial advantage from the 
associativity assumption. 
For the purpose of illustration we take a brief look at the sumlist program in 
normalized form, where P = {Pl, P2) is as follows: 
Pl: sumlist(xr)ifx=O&r=() 
P2: sumlist if r = (zlr’)&sumlist(x’r’~ & sum(zx’x) 
This matches the schema via the identifications 
P(xr) = sumlist 
R(xr)=x=O&r=() 
Q(xx’z) = sum(zx’x) [=x = z + x’] 
Q*( f(rr’xx’z)) = r = (zlr’). 
Evaluation of the query ? sumlist(x (12 3 4)) generates a computation of the form 
? sumlist( x (12 3 4)) 
? sumlist( x; (2 3 4)) & x = 1 + x; 
? sumlist(x; (34)) & xi=2+x;&x=l+x; 
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to give 
x := (1 + (2 + (3 + (4 + 0)))) 
in which each sumlist call makes no reference to the associated vector-the latter’s 
instances 1, 2, etc. appear only in the (delayed) Q calls. 
The transform As(P) has the schematic form 
As(T) : P(xr) if Q(yxt) & S(xytr) 
As(P1): S(xytr) if R(xr) 
As(P2): S(xytr) if Q*(f(rr’xx’z)) & Q(x*zt) AI 
S(x’yx*r’) & Q(xx’z). 
The result of applying this to the sumlist program using the same identifications as 
used before is the new program 
sumlist if y=t+x &S(xytr) 
S(xyrr) ifx=O&r=() 
S(xyrr) if r = (zlr’) & x* = t + z 6% 
S(x’yx*r’) &x = z + x’. 
Evaluation of the same query now gives the computation 
? sumlist(x (1234)) 
?y=t+x &S(xyt(1234)) 
?S(yyO(1234)) [choosing t = 0, binding x := y] 
?x~=O+l&S(x;yx~(234))&y=l+x; 
?x~=(O+1)+2&S(x;yx;(34))&x~=2+x;&y=1+x~ 
?s(x;y((((o+1)+2)+3)+4)())& . . . 
to give x := (1 + (2 + (3 + (4 + 0)))) as before, and must still delay Q calls. 
Note, however, that the third argument of the final S call has accumulated a 
solution with the different constitution ((((0 + 1) + 2) + 3) + 4). This arises from the 
successive values (boldface) of the associated vector z being utilized in other Q calls 
prior to the recursive S call. In Section 6 we shall explain how a simple optimization 
yields a program which delivers this alternative but equivalent solution as output 
but delays no Q calls. 
In the above example we have ignored the question of whether the arbitrary 
solution of the execution’s first call y = t + x (choosing t = 0) is sufficient to ensure 
completeness. In fact we shall show presently that the initial choice of t is 
immaterial. We defer further consideration of this matter until we have explained 
the logical derivation of the generic transform. 
5. DERIVATION OF THE GENERIC ASSOCIATIVE TRANSFORM 
The addition of any tautology to a program preserves the set of derivable conse- 
quences. So if we add to our schematic program P = {Pl, P2) the particular 
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tautology 
T: (P(xT) if Q(yxt)) iff (P(xr) if Q(yxt)) 
then { Pl, P2) and { Pl, P2, T} determine identical solution sets for the relation P. 
The formula (P(xr) if Q(y x t)) can be abbreviated by a predicate S(x y t r). Then 
T can be rewritten as 
S(xytr) iff (P(xr) if Q(yxt)) 
and reexpressed as three clauses to be added to {Pl, P2): 
P(xr) if Q(yxt)& S(xytr) 
S(xytr) if P(xr) 
S(xytr) if ,Q(yxt). 
The third clause just abbreviates 
(P(xr) if Q(yxt)) if7Q(yxt), 
that is, the clause 
P(xr) if Q(yxt) 8~ 7Q(yxt>, 
whose unsolvable body makes it redundant: thus we need not retain it. The second 
clause can be replaced, with no loss of completeness, by the results of partially 
evaluating its call P(xr) using all clauses (Pl and P2) for P. Since Pl and P2 serve 
no other clauses, they too can then be safely deleted. Altogether these manipulations 
derive from { Pl, P2) the new program 
As(T) : P(xr) if Q(yxt)& S(xytr) 
As(P1): S(xytr) if R(xr) 
S(xytr)ifP(x’r’)&Q(xx’z)&Q*(...), 
which necessarily gives the same solution set for P. 
All that remains is to derive As(P2) from the third clause above, using the 
associativity axiom A3. We first note that a call Q(y x t) can at any stage be safely 
introduced or eliminated in the clause being derived, since S abbreviates (P if Q) 
and we have 
(PifQ)ifB = (PifQ)ifB&Q. 
Hence 
S(xytr) if P(x’r’) & Q( xx’z)&Q(yxt)&Q*(...). 
Axiom A3 implies 
(3x*> (Q(Y x’x*) & Q( x*zt)) if Q(xx’z) & Q(yxt) 
and thus permits the introduction of two redundant Q calls: 
S(xytr) if P(x’r’) & Q(yx’x*) & Q(x*zt) & 
Q(xx’z) & Q(yxt) & Q*( . ..) 
if S(x’yx*r’) & Q(yx’x*) & . . . 
[sinceP&Q = (PifQ)&Q = S&Q] 
if S(x’yx*r’) & Q(xx’z) & Q(x*zt) & Q*( . ..) 
[deleting redundant calls Q (y x’ x*) & Q (y x t)] 
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yielding the desired result (after reordering) 
As(P2): S(xytr) if Q*(f(rr’xx’z)) & Q(x*zt) & 
S(x’yx*r’) & Q(xx’z). 
The steps in the derivation above of As(P2) preserve completeness (in the sense of 
losing no solutions) because they merely unfold the consequences of introducing a 
call Q(y x t) already known to be redundant, and therefore impose no further 
constraint upon satisfaction of the clause body. 
6. OPPORTUNITIES FOR SIMPLIFICATION 
In many of its applications the associative transform can be usefully simplified or 
specialized. We examine first the possibility of specializing the initiator clause 
As(T): P(xr) if Q(yxt) & S(xytr). 
Consider a one-step unfolding of this clause using the resources of As(P). If As(P1) 
is invoked in response to the S call, the result is 
P(xr) if Q(yxt) & R(xr). 
If As(P2) is invoked instead, the result is 
P(xr) if Q*(j(rr’xx’z)) & Q(x*zt) & S(x’yx*r’) & Q(xx’z). 
In the first case, the call Q(yx t) can be rewritten as (3~) Q(yx t), since the vector y 
is clearly local to it: but our assumption of axiom A2 (closure) ensures that this is 
always solvable for any x and t. In the second case the call Q(x*z t) is likewise 
necessarily solvable for any z and t. This shows that any arbitrary value Arb can be 
substituted at compile time for t in the initiator clause As(T) without affecting the 
solvability of any ensuing calls during execution. In other words, we can always cast 
the initiator As(T) as 
P(xr) if S(xyArbr) 
with correctness preserved. 
Many commonplace Q relations possess a right-identity element I in accordance 
with the axiom 
A4: (Yi) (VxVy) (x = y if Q(yxi)). 
When this is so, the initiator can be written with fewer variables, thus: 
P(xr) if S(xxIr). 
A more radical alteration of As(P) as a whole is possible in the common situation 
where Q is functional in the particular sense expressed by the axiom 
A5: x=x” if Q(yxt) & Q(yx”t). 
This just stipulates that, for any y and t, if Q(y x t) determines x then it determines 
it uniquely. The alteration is made by replacing the auxiliary S of As(P) by a simpler 
auxiliary S* as follows: 
replace S(xytr) by (S*(ytr) if Q(yxt)). 
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This yields, after trivial rearrangements, a new version of the transform which we 
denote by As*(P): 
As*(T): P(xr) if Q(yxt) & S*(ytr) 
As*(Pl): S*(y t r) if R(x r) & Q(y x t) 
As*(P2): S*(ytr) if Q*(f(rr’xx’z)) & Q(xx’z) & Q(yxt) & 
Q(x* z t) & Q(y x)x*) & S*(y x* r’). 
Note that, by assumption Al, the call Q(yx’x*) is superfluous, as it is implied by 
the other three Q calls. 
It can be shown that A5 is a sufficient and necessary condition for As*(P) and 
As(P) to give identical denotations for P. For example, unfolding As*(T) using 
As*(Pl) yields 
P(xr) if Q(yxt) & Q(yx”t) & R(x”r). 
For this to be equivalent to the analogous unfolding for As(P), A5 must prevail to 
force x = x”. The same observation applies to the alternative unfolding of As*(T) 
using As*(P2). 
The significance of the new version is that it localizes occurrences of x within the 
bodies of the S* clauses, whereas previously x occurred both in headings and bodies 
of the S clauses. We can exploit this localization in order to reduce the number of Q 
calls in the recursive clause in the case where x has no occurrence in the Q* call. In 
this event, x is local to the conjunction Q(xx’z) & Q(y x t) in As*(P2). Since, 
according to A3, @x)(Q(xx’z) & Q(yx t)) is implied by the other two Q calls, this 
conjunction is eliminable. Moreover, we saw earlier that the call Q(yx’x*) is itself 
eliminable. Thus As*(P2) can be simplified to 
S*(ytr) if Q*(f(rr’x’z)) & Q(x*zt) & S*(yx*r’). 
We now consider the sumlist example in the light of these various observations. The 
original program was 
Pl: sumlist(xr)ifx=O&r=() 
P2: sumlist if r = (zlr’) & sumlist(x’r’) & sum(zx’x). 
Taking Q to be the sum relation, Q is associative (Al), is closed (A2, hence A3), 
possesses right identify I = 0 (A4), and satisfies the functionality property (A5). 
These circumstances enable us to specialize the initiator clause (using the identity 
element I), to use the auxiliary S* instead of S, and to eliminate all but one Q call, 
yielding the transform 
As*(T) : sumlist if S*(x 0 r) 
As*(Pl): S*( y tr) ifx=O&r=()&y=t+x 
As*(P2): S*( y t r) if r = (zjr’) & x* = t + 2 & S*(yx* r’). 
For the query ? sumlist(x (12 3 4)) this executes tail-recursively with great efficiency. 
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An identical analysis applies to the factorial program 
Pl: fact(xy)ifx=O&y=l 
P2: fact(xy) if x > 0 & sum(x’lx) & 
fact( x’ y’) & times( xy’ y ) 
whose call times(xy’ y) ( = y = x * y’) is taken to be the Q relation. The optimized 
transform is 
fact(xy) if S*(ylx) 
S*(tux)ifx=O&y=l&times(uyt) 
S*(tux)ifx~O&sum(x’lx)&times(uxx*)&S*(tx*x’). 
This transform executes deterministically and tail-recursively for the query 
? fact(3 y), computing y := (((1 * 3) * 2) * 1). The original program inefficiently com- 
putes y := (3 * (2 * (1 * 1))). 
7. EXAMPLES OF APPLICATION 
The preceding material gives a virtually mechanical method for transforming any 
program matching the schema to take advantage of an associative auxiliary. The 
position can be summarized as follows. First, we decide ourselves which auxiliary 
relation Q in the given program P is to have its associativity property (A3) 
exploited. Schema-matching and construction of As(P) then follow wholly mechani- 
cally. If we can assert additional properties of Q (A4 or A5), then certain 
simplifications, as described already, also follow mechanically. We now give some 
further examples to support these claims. 
(a) List Reversal 
In normalized form the conventional program for constructing the reverse y of a 
given list x is 
Pl: reverse(xy)ifx=()&y=() 
P2: reverse(xy)ifx=(ulx’)&z=(u)&reverse(x’y’)&append(y’zy) 
Al: append(() ww) 
A2: append((u)y) z(ulw)) if append(yzw) 
and cannot be executed tail-recursively. 
This program matches the schema via the identifications 
JYxr) = P(yx) = reverse(xy) 
P(x’ r’) = P(y’x’) = reverse( x’ y’) 
Q<xx’z> = Q(YY’z) = append( y’zy) 
Q*(f(rr’xx’z)) = x = (ulx’) &z = (u). 
The relation Q satisfies all axioms Al-A5, with right identity I = 0. Choosing the 
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name reverse* for the new auxiliary, we can cast the associative transform as 
reverse( xy ) if reverse*( y ( ) x) 
reverse*(wtx)ifx=()&y=()&append(ytw) 
reverse*(wtx) if x= (ulx’) &z = (n) & append(ztx*) & reverse*(wx*x’). 
The calls to append can be eliminated by invoking the auxiliary clause set for 
append: doing this and then denormalizing (eliminating calls to =) simplifies the 
reverse* clauses to 
reverse*( yy ( )) 
reverse*( w t (ulx’)) if reverse*( w (ult) x’) 
which can be recognized as the well-known tail-recursive procedure for list reversal. 
(b) List Maximum 
A simple program P for extracting the maximum x of a list r of nonnegative 
numbers is as follows, where the auxiliary maxof(xx’z) holds when x is the 
maximum of the two numbers x’ and z: 
maxlist( x r) if r=(x) 
maxlist ( x r ) if r= (zlr’) & maxlist(x’r’) & maxof(xx’z) 
maxof(x’x’z) if x’ 2 z 
maxof(zx’z) if x’ I z 
Matching this with the schema is straightforward and includes the identification 
Q(xx’z) = Q(xx’z) = maxof(xx’z). 
The maxof relation satisfies axioms AlLA4. In the case of A4 the right identity I is 
zero, since for nonnegative numbers x and y we always have 
x = y if maxof( xy 0). 
An interesting distinction between this example and previous ones is that here we 
do not have satisfaction of the functionality axiom A5. Thus, for instance, it is 
possible to have several values of x (0, 1,2,3,4) satisfying maxof(4 x 4). Therefore, 
whilst As(P) is validly constructible, the simpler transform As*(P)-in its general 
form-is not, and the best we can do is apparently 
maxlist if S(xxOr) 
S(xytr) if r=(x) 
S(xw) if r= (zlr’) & maxof(x*zt) & S(x’yx*r’) & maxof(xx’z). 
Unfortunately, although this incorporates the associativity of maxof, it remains-like 
P itself-incapable of tail-recursive execution. 
Suppose, however, that we did construct As*(P) as follows: 
maxlist if S*(yArbr) & maxof(yxArb) 
S*(ytr) if r= (z) & maxof(ytz) 
S*(ytr) if r= (zlr’) & maxof(x*tz) & S*(yx*r’). 
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Consider the arbitrary choice of 4 for Arb and a query ? maxlist( x (12 3)). Execution 
then computes wrong solutions: the initiator’s call to S* is solved with answer 
y := 4, and the ensuing call maxof(4 x 4) yields multiple answers for x, of which only 
one (x = 3) correctly solves the query. The failure of maxof to satisfy axiom A5 can 
be seen as a guard against this sort of outcome. 
We can overcome the problem by making maxof satisfy A5 in the context of its 
use in execution. Specifically, if we choose Arb to be any element less than or equal 
to the list’s maximum, then every call to maxof succeeds deterministically: the 
obvious way to arrange this is to choose Arb = I = 0. This simplifies the initiator to 
maxlist if S*(xOr), 
and As*(P) in this form executes both correctly and tail-recursively. 
(c) Inverse Factorial 
We have previously looked at a program for computing the factorial y of a given 
number x, as follows: 
Pl : fact(xy)ifx=O&y=l 
P2: fact(xy) if x > 0 & sum(x’lx) & fact(x’y’) & times(xy’y). 
It happens that neither P nor its transforms using the associativity of times are 
efficient for the inverse task of computing x from given y-each one behaves 
nondeterministically no matter how its calls are ordered. However, a new program 
that is efficient for both modes can be devised by first considering the transform 
which exploits the associativity of the sum relation instead. 
We begin by rewriting the recursive clause as 
fact( xy) if x > 0 & z = 1 & sum( x’zx) & fact( x’ y’) & times( xy’ y ) 
and then matching to the schema via the identifications 
P(xr) = P(xy) = fact(xy) 
P(x’r’) = P(x’y’) = fact( x’ y’) 
Q<xx’@ = Q(xx’z) = sum(x’zx) 
Q*(f (rr’xx’z)) = x > 0 &z = 1 & times(xy’y). 
Since sum satisfies all axioms Al-A5 (identity I = 0), the transform As*(P) is 
validly constructible. 
As we have seen previously, its general form has a conjunction of four Q calls in 
the recursive clause As*(P2), in the present case as follows: 
sum(x’zx) & sum(xtw) & 
sum(ztx*) & sum(x’x*w). 
Here we can eliminate the fourth sum call using Al. The first pair cannot be 
eliminated by A3, since x is not local to them (it occurs also in the Q* component). 
However, the first call is eliminable once the fourth call has gone, because x’ is then 
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local to it and sum satisfies 
(3x’) sum(x’zx). 
By carrying out these eliminations, exploiting I in the base and the initiator, and 
denormalizing throughout, we arrive at the simplified transform 
fact(xy) if S*(xOy) 
s*(ww1) 
S*(wty)ifx>O&times(xy’~)&sum(ltx*)&sum(xtw)&S*(wx*y). 
This program behaves no better in either mode than P does-it merely simulates 
P using a pair (wt) to represent x = (w - t). Nevertheless we can turn this 
observation to some advantage. First we paraphrase the recursive clause as 
for w>t [= y>l], y=(w-t)!ify=(w-t)*(w-(t+l))! 
noting that y = w! when t 
(wt) given y is that the multiplier (w - t) cannot be 
evaluated when w is unknown. The remedy is to alter the way (w t) represents 
x-instead of x! = (w - t)! we choose x ! = w !/t ! to produce an analogous recur- 
sion with an evaluable multiplier (1 + t ) 
for w>t [= y>l], y = w!/t! if y = (1 + t) * w!/(l + I)! 
noting that we still have y = w ! when t = 0. 
A better program, structurally similar to As*(P), is therefore 
fact( xy) 
fact*( w w 1) 
if fact*(x 0 y) 
fact*( w ty) if w > t & sum(1 tx*) & times(x* y’ y) & fact*( wx* y’). 
In the standard mode we leave the constraint w > t as it stands, since both 
arguments are known. For the inverse mode we replace it by the (contextually) 
equivalent y > 1, since y is then known. In the latter case the program executes 
tail-recursively. 
Although we did not derive this program directly from P, the derivation of the 
intermediary transform gave the crucial insight of choosing a representation (w t) of 
x whose component t could be immediately incremented due to the associativity of 
sum. 
8. RELATIONSHIP TO DIFFERENCE STRUCTURES 
There is a close connection between the associative transformation and the intro- 
duction into a program of a difference-structure data representation. In the context 
of the schematic program P this connection is made by assigning to any predicate 
Q(y x t) the interpretation “x is representable by the difference of y and t.” This can 
be expressed more concisely by the assumption 
(yt)=x=Q(yxt). 
The former axioms Al-A5 which may hold for Q can then be read as axioms about 
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difference structures, for instance 
A3 (associativity) : ((xw)(zw)) = (XZ> 
A4 (right-identity): (3i) x = (xi) 
A5 (functionality) : x = x” if x = (w t) & x” = (w t). 
As we have seen, the associative transform As(P) uses a new predicate S(xy t r). This 
can be viewed as merely an extension of the original predicate P(xr) whereby x 
becomes accompanied by its own difference representation (y t). If (y t) is such as 
to determine x uniquely (axiom A5), then the occurrence of x in the new predicate is 
redundant; in that case it can be deleted to leave the simplified predicate S*(y t r) 
and hence leads to the simpler transform As*(P) without loss of completeness. 
We now show how the difference-structure interpretation offers an alternative 
view of the associative transform, choosing as P the list-summation program 
Pl: sumlist(xr)ifx=O&r=() 
P2: sumlist if sumlist(x’r’) & sum(zx’x) &r = (zlr’). 
First we introduce a difference representation (U U) satisfying 
w=(uu) = sum(uwu) = w=U-U. 
Next we permit any predicate sumlist(( UU) r) to be rewritten as S*( u v r). Then the 
tautology 
T: sumlist if sumlist 
transforms to 
sumlist if sumlist((yt) r) &x = (yt). 
Hence 
sumlist if S*(ytr) & sum(txy), 
which is clearly the initiator clause As*(T) for As*(P). 




which is As*(Pl). 
Finally, clause P2 transforms to 
sumlist((yt) ) f r i sumlist((xz) r’) &x = (yt) &r = (zlr’). 
Hence 
S*(ytr) if sumlist(((yt) z) r’) &r = (zlr’) 
if sumlist(((yt)(x*t)) r’) &z = (x*f) &r = (zlr’) 
if sumlist((yx*) r’) & sum(tzx*) &r = (zlr’) 
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(using associativity); hence 
S*(ytr)ifr=(zlr’)&sum(tzx*)&S*(yx*r’), 
which is As*(P2). 
In this example the elaboration of the program’s argument structure is owed to 
the representation of a number as the (subtractive) difference of two numbers. 
Analogously, the list-reversal example uses a structure (w t) to represent a list as the 
(concatenative) difference of two lists w and r (i.e. a standard difference list). The 
inverse-factorial example uses a structure (t u) to represent a number as the 
quotient (t/u) of two numbers. The value of these observations is in showing that 
many of the well-known conversions of simple recursive programs to iterative form, 
employing extra arguments to propagate cumulative results, have a common un- 
derlying principle. In each case some quantity undergoing incremental evaluation 
becomes transformed to the difference of two components, one of which is always 
sufficiently determined to permit immediate incrementation in each recursive step. 
The role of associativity is to decouple this latter task sufficiently from the other 
tasks to render it executable in a timely manner, that is, prior to the next recursive 
call. 
9. CONCLUSION 
We have shown that a simple but important class of programs is amenable to a 
mechanical transformation which utilizes the associative properties of auxiliary 
relations and which may lead to significant operational gains. By pursuing the 
analysis in relation to a program schema we were able to give both a precise 
characterization of this class and a proof of the transformation’s correctness. 
We have not offered here any guarantee that the transformation necessarily 
improves efficiency, only shown that it does so in many familiar cases. But it seems 
plausible that its application could be made conditional upon ,an analysis of the 
evaluability of calls within both an input program and its various As transforms, 
using knowledge about calling modes and other relevant run-time factors. We hope 
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